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Less-Than-Truckload Rate Quote System
SMC³’s webRater® product is a fast and simple rating tool that enables carriers to use their own
website to provide rate quotes to shipper and third-party logistics customers. webRater® is also a
powerful tool for those customers that need to keep their internal supply chain users apprised of
transportation pricing agreements. The webRater® solution is designed to be accessed directly
from the carrier’s website, thereby eliminating the trouble and expense of software distribution
to customers.
At the heart of webRater® is SMC³’s RateWare® XL rating engine, a flexible analytical API
for transportation pricing management. Logic within the engine controls the management of
multiple data modules and programs, which are sensitive to each carrier’s individual pricing,
effective dates and customer agreements. Because CzarLite® base rates can be incorporated into
webRater®, customers have the ability to get door-to-door rates on shipments moving between
the U.S. and Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, and Canada and Mexico.

Fuel Surcharge

RateWare® Engine

webRater® contains both LTL and TL fuel surcharges, automatically determining which designation
applies based upon shipment weight. The software also has an option to automatically apply
custom surcharge percentage derived by the U.S. Department of Energy’s weekly National
Average On-Highway Diesel Price.

Accessorial Charge*

webRater® can use either a single accessorial or multiple custom accessorials. The single
accessorial feature allows customers to adjust the net charge by adding in a specified amount.
A system administrator can adjust the accessorials by selecting only those that apply. The
accessorial charges are then added to the net charge and are displayed with the results.

SMC3 Data Modules

Multiple Discounts by Weight Break or ZIP

Set up discounts on a ZIP-by-ZIP basis or according to the following weight breaks:
L5C, M5C, M1M, M2M, M5M, M10M, M20M, M30M, M40M, MC.
A Minimum Charge floor may also be set up.

At the heart of webRater® is
SMC3's RateWare® rating engine,
which manages multiple data
modules and programs.

Access Code Protection*

Access codes are required for CzarLite®, CanadaLite™ and MexicoLite™ pricing data.
An administrator can set or change the access code, thereby controlling who uses the system.
Even if there are multiple users with custom discount levels (single or multiple) and rate
adjustment factors, the same webRater® system will handle the multiple access codes.
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Class/Weight Combination
Key Feature
webRater® provides
instant online rate quote
power.

Carriers can further simplify rating by selecting the number of class/weight entry fields they see.
webRater works with one to four class/weight groupings.
If carriers participate in SMC³’s CarrierConnect® program, webRater® results will also display
whether a shipment is direct or indirect for both the origin and destination. Service days will
also be displayed.
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Discounts and Options

Discount:

0.00

MC Floor:

0.00

Rate Shipment

*This feature is optional and can be set up by the SMC³ Web Administrator. All other features
can be set up by the webRater administrator at your company.
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